
Making a name for yourself
It's common to everybody -- we want to make a name for ourselves.

Few of us will ever see our names adorning a building. Most of us will never see
our biography in a newspaper. Many of us will never address a big gathering.
Some of us will never have people know our names.

But all of us want recognition and praise.

Here's a simple five-step process to help you make a name for yourself.

Step one: deliver more than you are asked to deliver.

This is the starting point -- because no matter what you're doing right now, you
can do more. You can deliver a higher quality of service or a better experience
for the customer, or a higher quality of product, or a faster response time. No
matter what you're doing, decide to do it better.

There are few jobs that cannot be done better, easier, or faster. There are few of
us who cannot work a bit harder, or deliver a better experience for our customers
or our employers.

This has to be step one. People judge you by what you bring to the table -- what
you add to the equation. Like it or not, you will be judged by what you provide --
and the first step to making a positive name for yourself is to deliver more value
than what you're getting in return.

"But Wait," you say. "That's not fair." Maybe not, but it's efficient. No other
method can get you recognized faster than by delivering more value than you are
paid for.

Step two: always follow through with what you say you'll do.

Never commit to something that you cannot provide in the time period specified.
If some problem turns up, make certain to explain it to the customer -- and then
try and make the commitment anyway. Deliver what you will deliver, when you
commit to deliver it, even if it takes extra work on your part. If it needed
extraordinary effort, mention it to the customer -- but don't dwell on it. You don't
want to appear to be a victim.

Step three: provide unpaid service to your fellow human beings.
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More people remember Alfred Nobel as the creator of the Nobel prize than for his
other creation, dynamite. Andrew Carnegie is hailed as the man who funded free
libraries across the United States, not as the man who created a major steel
company. Great universities bear the names of great individuals, who are
remembered more for their service (often in the form of large grants left in their
wills) than they are for their business success.

Utilize your talents wisely and well -- not only for your own business growth, but
to provide service to those in need.

Last week, Jimmy Carter won the Nobel Peace Prize -- not for his contributions
as president of the United States, (he was a lousy president) but for his
contributions as an ex-President.  Carter's public persona has turned around,
largely because of his service since leaving the U.S. Presidency. Someone
called him the "best ex-President the United States has ever had."

Serve where you can -- dedicate a portion of your time and efforts to helping the
downtrodden, the troubled, the forgotten. Volunteer at your local grade school or
secondary school. Teach illiterate adults and children how to read and write. Give
some money to a local children's charity, or get active in a local civic group.
Contribute time and effort to a local church, synagogue, mosque, or homeless
shelter.

You may not have a lot of time to give -- heaven knows, I don't -- but you can
give where you can, when you can.

Step four: make a lot of contacts with other people like yourself.

Network! I am fond of Jay Abraham's advice in his audio program "Your Secret
Wealth." Jay tells you to make lists -- lists of your abilities, lists of your friends,
and lists of your friends' abilities (and their friends' abilities). Then, leverage off of
what you've identified, to expand your horizons.

There is an old theory that each of us is only a maximum of seven steps away
from any other person in the world. The more you network, the more others know
your name, and who you are -- even if you never meet that other person.

Step five: get the word out.

This step should be the easiest, after all you've been through. People should look
you up. I'm not suggesting you hire a publicist -- only that you tell others that you
have something to share. Beware, though -- there is a fine line between great
marketing and pure evil. Make certain you don't step over the line. Don't be shy,
or retiring, or self-effacing. Don't become the hypemaster, either. Try something
in between. Start off small before you begin buying time on late-night TV.
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